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		Netscape Navigator 4.0! Internet Explorer 4.0! HTML 3.2! JavaScript! Style sheets! Layers! HTML is changing so fast it's almost impossible to keep up with developments. How do you know what's real, and how do you use it? This book brings it all together for you. HTML: The Definitive Guide is the most comprehensive book available on HTML today. It covers the latest standard, HTML 3.2, and all of the features supported by every popular Web browser, including the latest editions of Netscape and Internet Explorer.

	
		Learning HTML is like learning any new language, computer or human. Most students first immerse themselves in examples. Studying others is a natural way to learn, making learning easy and fun. Imitation can take you only so far, though. It's as easy to learn bad habits through imitation as it is to acquire good ones. The better way to become HTML-fluent is through a comprehensive reference that covers the language syntax, semantics, and variations in detail and helps you distinguish between good and bad usage.

	
		HTML: The Definitive Guide helps you both ways: the authors cover every element of HTML in detail, explaining how each element works and how it interacts with other elements. Many hints about HTML style help you accomplish a variety of tasks, from simple online documentation to complex marketing and sales presentations. With hundreds of examples, the book gives you models for writing your own effective Web pages and mastering advanced features, like style sheets and frames.

	
		HTML: The Definitive Guide shows you how to:

		
			Use style sheets and layers to control a document's appearance
	
			Create tables, from simple to complex
	
			Use Netscape's frames to coordinate sets of documents
	
			Design and build interactive forms
	
			Insert images, sound files, video, applets, and JavaScript programs
	
			Create dynamic documents with server-push and client-pull


	
		A handy quick reference card listing HTML tags is included.
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Investment Risk Management (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Risk has two sides: underestimating it harms the investor, while overestimating it prevents the implementation of bold business projects. This book explains, from the point of view of the practitioner, the analysis of investment risk - a proper account of adequate risk management strategies - and offers an objective and readable account of the most...
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Forensic Engineering InvestigationCRC Press, 2000
Forensic engineering is the application of engineering principles, knowledge,
skills, and methodologies to answer questions of fact that may have legal
ramifications. Forensic engineers typically are called upon to analyze car
accidents, building collapses, fires, explosions, industrial accidents, and various
calamities...
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Information Technology Project Management (with Microsoft Project 2010 60 Day Trial CD-ROM)Course Technology PTR, 2013

	Discover exciting "behind-the-scenes" opportunities and challenges in technology today with Schwalbe's unique INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 7E. This one-of-a-kind book demonstrates the principles distinctive to managing information technology (IT) projects that extend well beyond standard project management...
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Auto Repair For DummiesIDG Books, 1999
Most of us don’t know the first thing about the machines we’re licensed to drive – and this can turn a ticket to freedom into a ticket to trouble. If you’re like most people, you probably tend to drive around until something goes wrong with the car. You then incur the expense of replacing worn and burnt-out parts (or...
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Black & Decker The Complete Guide to DIY Projects for Luxurious Living: Adding Style & Elegance with Showcase Features You Can Build (Black & Decker Complete Guide)Cool Springs Press, 2008

	Luxury you can afford!
	
		A custom wine cellar with bistro seating; an elegant den with built-in library walls; an electric steam-room in the master bath; a billiards room with a fun, retro wet bar; a custom closet as big as a bedroomàhomeowners dream of the special features that set a home apart and make it...
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Linux For Dummies, 9th EditionFor Dummies, 2009
Welcome to the fascinating world of open-source software that is Linux. In this book, we introduce you to the wonders of the Linux operating system, originally created as a labor of love by Linus Torvalds in the early 1990s. Our goal is to initiate you into the rapidly growing ranks of Linux users and enthusiasts busily rewriting the rules for the...
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